
Dear Yogis/Yoginis (and of course everyone else 😉 ), 
 

in the summer of 2021 it was finally time: our heart's desire and long cherished 
dream of owning a home on our favorite island Lanzarote has come true. "Found" 
we have the cottage in the summer of 2021 and it followed an exciting time in 
which we have done everything to realize our dream of "our" place by the sea. We 
invested a lot of time and heart and soul in our dream project, which was a real 
logistical challenge given the distance of around 4000 km. But in the end it worked 
out. Even though there will certainly be one or two additions in the next few years, 
we are already extremely happy with the "interim result" and simply feel incredibly 
comfortable. 

We just love it there! But since we have yet (unfortunately😉 ) still a few Years until 
our retirement, we can spend for the time being only here and there a few weeks 
on site. Because of this situation, we would also like to give family and friends the 
opportunity to vacation in our little dream house: people we know personally and 
who we think would also appreciate and treat our "sweetheart" well.  😍 

 

And here is all the important info: 

The house is located on Lanzarote in the tranquil and absolutely not touristy 
place Playa Honda. It is located in a beautiful and well-kept complex directly on 
the sea, only 5 minutes from the airport: Club Solvalor, Calle Patron 2, Playa 
Honda.

The airplane noise is kept within limits! The planes land from the sea and take off 
over the volcano; depending on the wind, you may hear a plane taking off from 
time to time, but this is minimal compared to Frankfurt. In addition, Lanzarote is a 
small airport with way less flights a day, compared to a large airport than Frankfurt.

In general, the central location is perfect, as you can reach practically every 
corner of the island within a maximum of 45 minutes by car. Since the complex is 
located directly at the sea on a car-free promenade and our house is on the side of 
the complex facing away from the main entrance, there is absolutely no street 
noise!

 

The house has 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a very well equipped kitchen (induction 
stove, oven, microwave, dishwasher, washing machine, drying rack, refrigerator, 
freezer, blender, toaster, coffee maker, rice stove and everything that "the hobby 
chef or cook" needs. There are two terraces with deck chairs: one downstairs in 
front of the living room with a dreamlike cozy dining area and another one on the 
second floor in front of the bedroom with a wonderful sea view and a small sitting 
area. Directly in front of the front door is a well-maintained community pool. The 
pool hours are adapted to the vacation guests (10:00 - 18:30) and generally it is 
rather quiet there and there is no music or "Halli-Galli pool parties". Of course, 
children are allowed to play and splash around within the pool hours. 




The sea is right in front of the resort (within earshot!) and beautiful beaches 
with clear water are only a few steps away on foot. So you always have the choice 
whether you prefer to enjoy the cool water and the sun in the pool or the sea in 
front of the door. This is ideal if you want to take a "lazy" day and do not want to 
drive to one of the many beautiful and very different beaches on the island.

Also within walking distance are many restaurants directly on the promenade, 
always with a view of the sea. Of course, there are also many more restaurants in 
town. Due to the fact that the place accommodates few tourists (there is not a 
single hotel in town), it is very authentic there and the price level is much lower 
than in the classic tourist places. Nevertheless, there are also German and English 
menus everywhere, so that one can get along well even without knowledge of 
Spanish. On the promenade is car-free zone, so it is very relaxed and especially 
quiet and safer for kids! 


There is a shopping mall (Deiland) with some fashion stores, pharmacy, pastry 
shop, supermarket, food mall, cinema, café, ice cream parlor, hairdresser, etc..

In the town itself there are also many restaurants, tapas bars, supermarkets, 
another pharmacy, yoga studio, ice cream parlor, bike rental and much more. 


Interesting for yoga lovers: the yoga studio "Yoga con Amba" has open classes 
at a price of 12,-€. You should register for them with Paola via WhatsApp, as they 
are quite full at times. Paola is very warm and speaks good English and always 
responds well to "foreign" guests.

Another great option is Diana King: she is a German yoga instructor and also offers 
yoga in the restaurant Emmax directly on the promenade 3x per week in the 
morning, price 15,-€ per unit, she is also very charming and helpful.

In the neighboring town of Puerto del Carmen there is a German-speaking 
practice (Clinicas Dr. Mager) in case you should ever need medical help. There 
are other branches in Costa Teguise and Playa Blanca.  You can make very 
uncomplicated online appointments there.


There would be so much more to say about the island and this place, but about 
Lanzarote in general you can find everything on the Internet and if you are 
interested in the house and have questions, just contact us directly!

Of course, all tenants get a detailed info file with lots of personal tips and 
recommendations from us (beaches, restaurants, markets, sights etc.).

 

We are happy if we can inspire you for our feelgoodplace and look forward to your 
message 🥰  

                                                       Yours Steffi, Thomas & Julius  🙋 🙋 🙋 


 


 


